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Hostas are consistently voted the gardener's favorite perennial---their clean lines, sumptuous
leaves, and elegant flowers offer great potential for striking specimen plantings and also make
them the most accommodating of companion plants. The core of this encyclopedia is a fully
illustrated collection of the world's finest hostas. This valuable resource provides a full
description and color photograph for more than 750 plants. Informative sections on hosta
classification and botany, gardening ideas, advice on pests and diseases, and a quick-reference
list of the best hostas for different purposes add depth to this comprehensive review of the
present-day hosta.

From Publishers WeeklyThis illustrated collection features 750 varieties of hostas: those "exotic,
luxuriant-leafed perennials," as HRH The Prince of Wales describes in his preface, that have
spread their way into gardens and greenhouses everywhere. Originally cultivated in Japan, the
hardy plants form a protruding lily-like bloom among clumps of heart-shaped leaves in a rainbow
of hues from the "Blue Clown" to the "Gold Regal" to the slightly variegated sage and white
"Abba Irresistible." In entries organized by color, hosta specialist Grenfell reviews the special
needs and features of each, also offering advice on designing beds and containers and
combating pests and diseases. Appendices include hardiness zone maps for Europe and North
America, suggestions for how to use and where to see hostas, and a glossary. Shadrack s
sumptuous photographs form a bright centerpiece for this comprehensive guide.Copyright ©
Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.Review"This well-
illustrated encyclopedia contains color photographs of over 750 of the finest hosta varieties.
Grenfell's hostas knowledge and Shadrack's striking photographs combine to make this the
definitive volume."—M.S. Muskiewicz, Choice, September 2004Book DescriptionHostas are
consistently voted the gardener's favorite perennial, with their clean lines, sumptuous leaves,
and elegant flowers. This valuable resource provides a full description and color photograph for
more than 750 plants. Informative sections on hosta classification and botany, gardening ideas,
advice on pests and diseases, and a quick-reference list of the best hostas for different
purposes add depth to this comprehensive review.About the AuthorMichael Shadrack is a
member of the British Hosta and Hemerocallis Society and the American Hosta Society. His
interest in photography has led to a library of nearly 3200 hosta images, many of which have
been published in books, magazines, and catalogs. He regularly lectures on hostas in Europe
and North America.Diana Grenfell, a co-founder of the British Hosta and Hemerocallis Society,
is the author of The Color Encyclopedia of Hostas, The Gardener's Guide to Growing Hostas
and The Gardener's Guide to Growing Daylilies. She operates the well-known nursery, Apple
Court, at Lymington in Hampshire with her husband, Roger Grounds, author of The Plantfinder's



Guide to Ornamental Grasses.Read more
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Larry 46 Architect, “Great collection of hostas; somewhat dated now with all the new variations..
Wonderful collections separated into categories for easy lookup and selection. This makes a
good addition to any gardener's library of plants.”

Ebook Library Reader, “an amazing encyclopedia with over 700 full color photos of as many
species of Hostas.. A deep look into the wonderful world of the Hostas.Each photo comes with a
summary of the plants mounding habit, size and light (shade) requirements. For the amazing
price of about $9.00 for an almost brand new used book (that costs about $50. new) I have
added the definitive Hosta book to my bookshelf. Having also purchased ms. Grenfell's "The
Gardener's Guide to Growing Hostas",also for about $9.00 I have all I need to know about
selecting, identifying, cultivating, potting, soil, feeding and water requirements for Hostas.
Thank you, ms. Grenfell for compiling your remarkable knowledge that is bringing much joy and
enrichment to my life. And thank you Amazon for being my endless source of books, music and
just about anything else I would ever need to buy. Always with great value and service. Your
loyal customer,  Freddy B.”

Gus Wiltsee, “Gorgeous little hostas!. I've filled my garden with hostas. I can't plant anymore
large lovely hostas. But I can add the little small and minis! This is a great book for anyone
bitten by the hosta bug.  ”

KublaiKhan, “Best hosta book around. This is really an amazing book--the best of the hosta
books I've seen. The copyright date is more recent than some other books, so it includes newer
cultivars. The photos are wonderful, too--they capture the beauty, variety and, most importantly,
the colors of the plants very well; photos are even provided for some of the more distinctive
blooms.The text at the beginning of the book is also a super resource. In-depth explanations of
how hostas are classified/grouped, and defintions of the parts of a hosta plant are provided. For
each photo, there is a nice write-up giving all the specifics about the plant.I would highly
recommend this book--well worth the money!”

P. Moore, “This is THE one. This is the Grenfell hosta book that I cannot live without. I mistakenly
wrote that about another Grenfel hosta book, but this is the big cahoona of hosta books. This is
the one that gets me through drab winters. This is the one that makes me happy and that I must
have always in my house.  Nearby.”

Revilla  Guerrero, “Love the book. As described”

Richard M., “Outstanding Hosta Book. I was pleasantly surprised when this book arrived. It was
one book I did not have, and based on the write ups, it looked "ok". I have just about every Hosta



book that is available; this one is one of the best. It is different in that it organizes its chapters on
Hosta according to color (blue, green, gold, variegated, etc.). This is particularly useful when
comparing Hosta to each other, or trying to identify Hosta. The photography is top notch being
accurate and well laid out. Definitely a must for anyone serious about Hosta.”

Deb S., “Great book!. Very informative, wonderful pictures, very useful when planning for the
purchase or layout of a hosta garden! I'm very fortunate that there is a botannical garden/large
hosta collection in my area that sells hundreds of different hosta varieties. With their price lists
and this delightful book, I've been able to do my homework first, then go shopping and have
created quite the diverse hosta/shade garden, with unique specimins not found at most run of
the mill retailers.  Again, this is a great book!”

Dawn, “Excellent. Excellent and informative book. We have just started collecting Hostas and we
are thrilled with the thorough information this book provides”

David Brown, “Four Stars. ideal for what I need to identify my hostas”

ANDRE THERIAULT, “Good info. Good price.”

Ebook Library Kunde, “Hosta. eines der besten Hosta Bücher auf dem heutigen Markt.Gehört in
den Buchkasten jedes HostafreundesWer Hostas sammelt muss es haben!”

ME, “Ein schönes Buch zum kleinen Preis. Es hat supergut geklappt.Das Buch ist sehr
informativ, kam pünktlich und war, da gebraucht, sehr günstig.Sehr zu empfehlen.”

The book by Diana Grenfell has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 60 people have provided feedback.
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